Your World Is Undergoing A Radical Transformation
Cryptic1

I received this message 5.23.20. At the time I thought it far-fetched and possibly way into the future.
The way things are moving quickly on this earth however - I fear the events spoken of may appear
sooner than we realize.
Daughter I am speaking to My children. Seek me now while I may be found. YOUR WORLD IS
UNDERGOING A RADICAL TRANSFORMATION.
The earth is shifting. The volcanoes will soon erupt - releasing tongues of lava. The earth's crust is
shifting due to the movement beneath of the tectonic plates which are no longer anchored and secure as the earth cries out for the shed blood of the saints who have died for My name's sake.
The waves will rise dramatically, towering over buildings and mountains even. The waves will crash
upon reaching the shore and will pull back everything that is not anchored down. I speak of buildings
and people, vehicles even - anything that is not firmly rooted in Me will be taken away by these massive
waves. You will know My awesome power then when you see these things coming upon the earth.
Objects will fall from the skies. I speak of hail, asteroids, stars even. Intergalactic entities too will
approach from the heavens proclaiming peace - when in truth they are of the evil one and truly seek to
destroy you.
THERE ARE MANY THINGS THAT WILL COME TO THIS EARTH THAT WILL SICKEN AND SURPRISE MANY BUT FEAR NOT! STAY IN MY WORD AND STAY CLOSE TO ME! THERE YOU WILL FIND MY PROTECTION
AND THE PEACE THAT SURPASSES ALL UNDERSTANDING. EVIL COMES IN MANY FORMS CHILDREN.
GUARD YOUR HEARTS SO YOU MAY STAND IN THAT DAY AND BEFORE ME WHEN THAT DAY COMES.
Your Lord and Savior
King Yeshua
King of Kings and Lord of Lords
I come soon for My children who seek Me always!

Scripture Reference:
Luke 21:11. 11 And there will be great earthquakes in various places, and famines and pestilences; and
there will be fearful sights and great signs from heaven.

Luke 21:25. 25 And there will be signs in the sun, in the moon, and in the stars; and on the earth
distress of nations, with perplexity, the sea and the waves roaring.
Mark 13:25. 25 The stars of heaven will fall, and the powers of the heavens will be shaken.

